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The real work on...

JOLT

Comedy “Electric”
Chair Routine
This without doubt one of the
funniest and most entertaining
routines you can put into any
magic program. And one you
can work under virtually any
conditions with little more than a
couple of ordinary, ungimmicked
folding chairs and two volunteers
from the audience (not plants or
confederates). After you bring up
your helpers to assist you with a trick, they sit down and one jumps
up from his chair as if it were electrified! He sits down again, only
to jump up again after a few seconds have elapsed. This is repeated
several times with the chairs, which you even examine and sit down
on periodically to show all is well. Finally, the other spectator jumps
up from his seat, along with other bits of business, and a surprise
finish. This is one routine your audiences will remember and talk
about long after your show. A real “reputation-maker.”

AL KORAN’S

NOTE UNDER CUP
Shortly after its release in 1951, Al Koran
adapted Bob Hummer's Mathematical
Three Card Monte to locate a crumpled
up banknote secretly placed under one
of three cups, which were then well
mixed — all while the performer’s back
was turned. The reworked presentation
delighted and confounded audiences. It
was pure genius...pure Koran. By 1952,
Harry Stanley's Unique Magic was already marketing the innovative
effect. In these new instructions, we break down the handling for the
routine Koran performed professionally for many years along with his
patter, as well as the shortened version many are familiar with. Plus, we
even include the original 1951 instructions for Bob Hummer's monte,
published by Frank Werner; not to mention, background information,
tips, using Starbucks paper cups, and more.
14 pages, illustrated.

THE UNFAKED BOOK TEST

PHANTINI’S

Revisited
In this new manuscript, we take a fresh
look at one of the simplest and most
direct book tests you can perform...The
Unfaked Book Test, originated by Val
Andrews. The closely-guarded secret
of a handful of professionals for over
30 years, we explain Andrews’ original
handling along with options that make
it even easier to perform. Works with
a regular newsstand paperback or
hardcover that is completely free of any
preparation. 12 pages, photo-illustrated.

BILLY McCOMB’S

IMPOSSIBLE CARD DIVINATION
This knock out mental card effect was part of Billy
McComb's cruise ship repertoire! After a spectator
shuffles a brand new deck, you hand out a prediction envelope for someone to safeguard. The first
spectator now deals seven cards from the deck onto
the palm of another spectator. You ask the spectator to scan the cards,
noting that one will stand out to him. Next, one by one, you call out the
name of the other six cards in succession, even though only he can see
them. Each is discarded, until only one remains.
The envelope is now opened by the spectator
and the card inside matches the spectator's final
card — except it has a different color back! 7-page
photo-illustrated instructions detail Billy McComb's
brilliant handling and presentation.

ACAAN
With the assistance of his
friend Barrie Richardson,
Gene “Phantini” Grant began
performing ANY CARD AT ANY NUMBER in the 1980s. In this new
manuscript, we break down the handling for this mental card
miracle, step-by-step, along with Phantini's original instructions. In
addition, we offer Jack Yates’ easy-to-master set-up as a new option
to get you up and running soon after you learn it. This is one of the
most direct and powerful ACAAN solutions ever devised and uses
only a single deck which is in full view from the start. Set-up takes
just minutes with any full deck. 16 pages with photo illustrations.

The Complete
Itinerant Mystic Series
Uncover lost secrets from mentalism’s
past in our breakthrough series on the
traveling mystics who went from city
to city plying their trade in the last
century. In addition to revealing how
they set up shop and promoted their
business, it also explains the closely-guarded methods behind their readings and other effects — information
you can use in your own work. Based
in part on the methods and writings of
W.G. Magnuson, who performed as “Del-Ardo,” Nelson and others. Now
get all four volumes in a single 67-page publication and save!

ALL PUBLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE BY INSTANT DOWNLOAD ON TRICKSHOP.COM

The Living End
A must-have resource for anyone who
does card magic! J.G. Thompson puts
over 200 take-a-card endings at your
fingertips. Denouements are organized into eight chapters (and distinct
categories) along with a ninth chapter
explaining a range of helpful utility
moves, techniques and sleights. Originators include Vernon, LePaul, Marlo,
Daley, James, Judah, Kosky, McMillen,
Braue, and other top card workers of
the last century. 134 pages, 25 B&W
photos.

Bob Hummer’s

Poker Chip Mystery
A baffling, yet easy to perform Bob
Hummer mind reading effect. Six chips
bearing the numbers 0 to 10 distributed
on their twelve sides, are given for inspection and thorough mixing. A spectator
places the chips on the table. The performer turns his back and again the chips
are given a mixing. Now a spectator selects any three of the chips — and
the performer announces the total of the numbers on these three chips!
Repeat as often as desired, the total being different each time. Our illustrated instructions explain how to make up and perform with cardboard
discs, squares, or even your business cards! 5 pages.

The trick that fooled Einstein!

PHANTINI’S

MENTAL KEY

AL KORAN’S

First published in 1956 by Ed
Mellon, Phantini’s Mental Key
remains one of the most sought
after publications in mentalism
today. That's why, we are pleased
to bring you an updated edition of
this important work. It is faithful to
the original publication (with Gene
Grant's instructions), except we've
eliminated the outdated section on
Ed Mellon’s Instru-Mental gimmick.
This item is long off the market and no longer obtainable, so we've
replaced it with Grant’s handling for several mental card classics.
Material includes: Phantinism, A Mind and a Magazine, Incredible
Insight, Miracrypto Advanced, Psychorama, Divino, The Eyes of the
Prophet, Miracelimination, The Open Prediction, Think-a-Card,
Miracle Discernment, Phantini’s Delusion Deck, and much more!
28 pages.

Bewitched, Bottled
& Bewildered
An innovative solution for this
classic Maurice Fogel effect. After
five different drinks are covered
and mixed by both you and a
spectator, his “mentally selected”
beverage is discovered at the
exact location you predicted. You
now bring out a glass and bottle opener, and invite your helper to enjoy
some of his chosen beverage. Your prediction is placed in full view at the
beginning of the effect. No switches. No duplicate bottles or fake shells.
No multiple outs. Works with ordinary paper lunch bags and real bottled
drinks of your choice.

SERIAL DECEPTION
Whether working impromptu or on
stage or platform, the ability to divine
the serial number on a borrowed bill or
banknote is one of the most devastating
feats in the entire realm of mentalism.
And yet, there is relatively little information on this important topic in magical literature. That’s why, we
are pleased to bring you a collection of deceptive bill reading methods
from top thinkers like Dr. E.G. Ervin, Bob Nelson, Eric Mason, Ed Mellon,
U.F. Grant, and Ted Annemann. Over a half dozen methods in all. Plus,
all are direct and 100% practical.

JACKPOT COINS

Jackpot Coins was one of Al
Koran's feature effects — a
multiple prediction routine in
which he and a spectator each
took and concealed a handful of
coins. Following that, Koran made
three extraordinary predictions
about the number of coins he
had in relation to the spectator.
Then, one-by-one, he proved each
statement correct — stunning the
audience. To confound the audience even more, he repeated the
effect. Finally, he made one last, impossible prediction that was
also shown to be 100% accurate. In this new manuscript, we give
you Al Koran’s original (1960), three-phase Jackpot Coins handling
— explained step-by-step complete with patter, subtleties and
more; plus, we explain the streamlined version he performed later
in his career. If you’re looking for an easy-to-perform mentalism
gem that your audience will talk about long after your show, this is
it! 11 pages.

HIMBER’S THROW-OUT ROPE TRICK
A six foot piece of rope is openly knotted, then cut. The two resulting
pieces are seen to be knotted and cut again, apparently into four
lengths. The rope is given a yank and the knots fly off the rope revealing
a neatly restored rope which can be used for other effects or tossed into
the audience. 12 illustrations. Use any rope, no gimmicks. 13 pages.

BUSINESS CARD MIRACLES IV
In this latest installment, we bring you
seven more self-promoting magic and
mentalism effects you can perform with
your business cards. These include: a
Gerald Kosky gem — My
Name’s Mine; The Francis
Carlyle Business Card
Move; ESP Matching; plus
instructions, patter, and
ready-to-print artwork
for the one of the most
popular pocket tricks of all
time — Out to Lunch (The
Vest Pocket Hindu Rope
Trick); and more. 18 pages,
illustrated.

FOX MIRACLE GIMMICK
Perform absolute mind
reading miracles with a deck
of cards. For years, this was
Paul Fox’s best kept secret. A
small gimmick that allowed
him to ascertain the identity
of cards merely thought of
by one or more spectators.
Nothing except the deck, is
ever seen by the spectators.
The gimmick does everything except whisper the
names of the chosen cards in
your ear. Easy to do. 10 pages
with ready-to-print Paul Fox
Gimmick artwork.

PAY SECURELY WITH PAYPAL OR ANY MAJOR CREDIT CARD

THE DR. JAKS CLOSE - UP MAGIC LECTURE

Who is this Dr. Jaks?

The highly sought-after set of notes
from the Dr. Jaks lecture before the
Magicians’ Guild in New York City
on October 17th, 1951. Dr. Jaks’
opening talk on his unique
approach to close-up magic
effects, staging and presentation
is filled with priceless insights and
guidance that will benefit anyone
who wants to entertain their audience with close-up or card magic.
In addition, six Jaks’ classics are
fully explained, including his
sponge ball trick, The Four Blacks,
Letter Mystery, ring trick, The Locked Room (Bill Tube), and The
Purse Mystery (a masterfully constructed signed card to change
purse routine). 22 pages, illustrated.

SYNONYMENTAL
Ed Mellon’s mental mystery with a packet
of 18 business-size cards — each with
name of a different common object
people carry in their pocket. Cards are
now dealt in three rows of six cards
each. Spectator places a pen or pencil
on a card in the first row, a cigarette on
a card in second row, and finally a coin
on a card in the third row. As each card is
turned over it is seen to bear the name of
the object that the spectator placed on
it! 8 pages.

Marked Thought
Bob Mason’s seemingly impossible
matching effect! From a mixed
pack, ten cards are dealt face down
on a table and a spectator freely
marks several with a coin or poker
chip. Ten more cards are dealt on
top of these — forming ten pairs.
When the cards are turned over,
only the pairs marked by the spectator match! No marked cards. No
gaffs. Plus, our new instructions
explain how do it with a standard
ESP deck (symbols match) or regular playing cards (with mates of same value and color matching)!
Ingenious, just one easy move accomplishes everything. Keep in
mind, after the cards are mixed, no one ever sees the faces of the
cards until the end of the test. 6 pages, illustrated.

GEORGE ANDERSON’S LECTURE NOTEBOOK
Anderson’s lecture “notebook” is filled with candid advice, presentation
ideas, tips and information, as well as complete effects — all clearly
explained. Effects include Anderson’s sensational Bank Night presentation, direct Book Test methodology, Pseudo Psychometry routine,
a Pendulum test, several Contact Mindreading feats, and much more.
Plus, as a special bonus, we’ve included Geo. Anderson’s “A Trick for
Eddie Clever,” a stand-up “Think-a-Card” effect with three spectators
using a borrowed, shuffled deck. 31 pages.

CLEAR CLIPBOARD
IMPRESSION SYSTEM
The Amazing Dr. Maurice’s original Clear
Clipboard Impression System gives you
the ability to capture a clear, legible
impression of anything a spectator
writes or draws using just a transparent
acrylic clipboard, a sheet of paper, and a
pencil. Properties you can handle freely
and look so innocent that they’re above
suspicion. Fast, easy set-up. 8-pages.

The gimmick? You’re looking at it!

THE MENTALIST’S PAD
At last, an impression pad that defies
detection. The Mentalist’s Pad is an ordinary
looking writing tablet that can be handled
freely, yet will capture a clear impression of
anything a spectator writes or draws. And
while it rivals any well-made clipboard
in terms of performance and deceptiveness, this innovative, new device costs
just a few dollars and takes less than
10 minutes to construct. Use it for preshow work, design duplication, and
much more.

The New Standard

IMPRESSION CARD CASE
Construct an Impression Card Case with Bicycle’s new “Standard” card case IN LESS THAN
10 MINUTES! An Impression Card Case that
works as well as Annemann’s original! 10 pages.
ORVILLE MEYER'S

INNER SECRETS PLUS TELEPATHY IN ACTION
Get three important Orville Meyer mentalism releases from the 1950s
and 1960s in one ebook. INNER SECRET NO. 1 — MINDREADING
SUPREME! — A smash feature of mentalism that requires no special
apparatus, no advance preparation, no gimmicks and no sleights! INNER
SECRET NO. 2 — INCREDO BOOK TEST – There have been book tests and
book tests, but never one so diabolically bold, clever, simple and direct
as this! The spectator simply opens a book, notes a word, and you can
reveal it immediately or later. Plus...TELEPATHY IN ACTION – A sensational one-man act you can perform without equipment, assistants or
confederates, or any special skills (other than your natural showmanship abilities).

Real People. Real Numbers. No Forces,
Switches or Gimmicked Pads.

ALMOST REAL PREDICTION

Download our manuscript explaining Jack
London’s famous ADD-A-NUMBER effect,
along with a BONUS section detailing five
additional London presentation ideas!

ALSO AVAILABLE...
SYD BERGSON'S FOUR-SIGHT AND ADD-A-NUMBER METHODS.

ALL PUBLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE BY INSTANT DOWNLOAD ON TRICKSHOP.COM

KEY CARD CHICANERY
VOLS. 1 & 2 NOW AVAILABLE!

Rediscover one of the most powerful, yet underutilized principles
in card magic...THE KEY CARD! In
these two volumes, you'll find a
range of subtle, yet impressive
card effects and ideas from top
cardmen like Curry, Weigle,
Thompson, Gravatt, Marlo, Simon,
Rothbart, Kosky, Grant, and
others.

S6

SIX SI STEBBINS STUNNERS

S6 brings together for the first time six mind boggling Si
Stebbins system card effects from Wright, Curry, Rutledge,
Allerton and Mason — Triple Revelation, Double Surprise, Uniform
Power of Thought, Seemingly Impossible, Think of a Card, and Sympatico. No complex sleights or mental gymnastics, just killer presentations
that deploy the Si Stebbins set-up to devastating effect. 12 pages.

IMPOSSIBLE
Eddie Joseph’s IMPOSSIBLE coincidence effect will astonish your
audiences! From a borrowed, shuffled deck that you never touch, two
spectators each select a card in a fair manner. The deck is then divided
into two halves. One spectator turns up either half face-up and picks it
up, and the other spectator takes the face-down half. The cards are now
dealt by the spectators into a single pile, one face up and one face down,
and so on, until one of the selected cards turns up. At this point, one
more face-down card is dealt on top of it. Now, despite the fact that your
audience helpers have been in control every step of the way and even
freely shuffled and cut the cards at various stages, the selected cards
are now revealed to be face to face — an IMPOSSIBLE Coincidence! No
set-up, no forces, no gimmicks, and YOU NEVER TOUCH THE DECK — the
working is 100% automatic! We supply 5-page illustrated instructions.

Sleight Intended
A collection of the easiest and most effective card sleights, as researched, tested and
compiled by James Thompson over a period spanning more than 50 years. Innovative moves and methods by top cardmen,
like Dai Vernon, Paul Curry, Dr. Jacob Daley, Bob Veeser, Ed Marlo,
Carmen D’Amico, Lin J. Searles, Bill Simon, Bro. John Hamman,
J. K. Hartman, Elmer Biddle, J. B. Bobo, Fred Braue, Bob Ostin,
Joseph Ovette, Verne Chesbro, Bruce Cervon, Nate Leipzig, Paul
LePaul, Ted Annemann, and many others. Seven chapters cover
Shuffles and Cuts, Peeks and Keys, Controls, Exchanges, Packet
Switches and False Counts, Forces, and Reverses and Palms. An
extremely useful reference whatever your skill level. Everything
is explained in detail with over 70 clear, professional quality B&W
photos. 71 pages.

ConjuRING Trix
Perform incredible, visual magic with borrowed finger rings, including
the RING ON STICK, RING OFF STICK, RING ON STRING, RING ON SILK
and THE FLYING RING. Plus, several great routines with the JARDINE
ELLIS RING. In ConjuRING Trix, FISM Close-up Grand Prix winner, Hans
Trixer, gives you his own masterful handling, timing, and misdirection
for each effect with over 30 illustrations! This is classic material you’ll
enjoy learning and performing; and none of the effects require any
overly complex sleight of hand. 29 pages.

PERFORM MIRACLES WITH ANY DECK

SI STEBBINS UNPLUGGED

Unleash the potential of magic’s
most powerful card control system.
In Si Stebbins Unplugged, you’ll
learn how to perform mindboggling magic with any deck — even if
you’re a newcomer! Plus, it will be
a deck that you can use not just for
one trick, but for an entire performance of entertaining card magic.
And when you’re done, the deck
can be examined! Concise instructions with over 50 photographs
detail every aspect of the system
— from basic handling to innovative
concepts that will elevate your work
into the miracle class.



MagicWeek.com

ULTIMATE KORAN DECK
Reveal the identity of a card merely
looked at by a spectator. As impossible as it seems, apart from fanning
the cards at the beginning of the
effect, you never need touch or go
near the deck again! Keep in mind,
nothing is written down. There are
no sleights, glimpses, or other moves
to worry about. No stooges, marked
cards, or gimmicks. 11 pages.

DIY CARD GIMMICKS
Clever, easy-to-construct, proven card
gimmicks for forcing, card control and
location. None take more than a few seconds to make. Plus, we’ve even included
an improved “Card to Anywhere” forcing
gimmick that vanishes the selected card
without a trace immediately after it is selected (no palming, no suspicious moves)
— a card you are free to reproduce from
virtually anywhere — under a drink, in
your wallet, or a spectator’s pocket or
purse.
Also available...SECRET WEAPONS FOR MAGICIANS AND MENTALISTS.

PRINCIPLES AND DECEPTIONS
Arthur Buckley’s masterwork on sleight of hand magic with coins, cards
and balls. Over 300 B&W photographs of the author detail some of the
most beautiful and deceptive moves with coins, cards, and balls ever
conceived. These include an array of visual coin vanishes, productions
and reproductions, various acquitments, flourishes, and more. Plus,
the Miser’s Dream along with Buckley’s own 10-minute coin act — A
Phantasy in Silver. 176 pages.
ALSO AVAILABLE...ARTHUR BUCKLEY’S CARD CONTROL.

PAY SECURELY WITH PAYPAL OR ANY MAJOR CREDIT CARD

THE BOXES OF CHANG
Jack Miller’s acclaimed handling for “The Three
Article Test.” Objects are placed into different
color boxes after performer leaves room. Upon
re-entering the room, the performer INSTANTLY
tells each spectator the color of the box which
he has hidden in his pocket and also names the
article it contains. A beautiful and mysterious
effect for magicians and mentalists alike. No
assistants required. 6 pages.
SEE ALL OF OUR THREE ARTICLE TEST SOLUTIONS.
“Just a note to tell you how much I like your take on ‘7-Keys’. It is brilliant,
and renders obsolete so many other, more complicated gaffed-up versions.
This is the one I’ll perform this season. Excellent work, great price - a true
bargain. Keep up the good work.” — MR TOM JORGENSON, USA

Seven Keys to Baldpate
Now you can perform Annemann’s
famous “Seven Keys to Baldpate”
without switches, extra keys, gaffed
locks, change bags, special envelopes,
or any other gimmicks whatsoever. In
fact, our new streamlined handling uses
ONLY an ordinary paper bag, a genuine
padlock and seven keys; one of which opens the lock and six that
do not. That’s it! The same properties you would use if you actually
had ESP and were able to do the effect for real! We supply the color
photo-illustrated manuscript, you supply the lock and keys, which
should run you less than $20 at your local hardware store.

AIR TIGHT PREDICTION

CONFABULATION

As seen at Mel Mellers’ Blackpool lecture!
Now you can perform one of today’s hottest
mentalism effects with ease! Audience members choose different features of their dream
vacation. The answers they provide are
ultimately discovered to match those written
on your prediction slip — a slip which was
sealed inside a balloon and safeguarded by a
spectator from the start of the presentation!

No shills or assistants • No forces, psychological or otherwise • No carbons
No Swami gimmicks or nail writing • No suspicious or extra pen movements

“What a great treasure-trove of information! Thank you so much!”
— MR KERRY SUMMERS, USA

BRILLIANT DIY
BOOK TESTS
Vols. I & II
Perform powerful book tests with
best-selling books and paperbacks,
trendy magazines, local phone books
or directories, and even the latest
pocket dictionaries with ease. If you
thought you had to spend hundreds of
dollars to get a great, nearly self-working book test, think again. In this, our
latest release, Brilliant DIY Book Tests
(Vols. I & II), we build on our earlier
work to bring you more than a dozen proven solutions from such luminaries as Al Koran, David Hoy, William Larsen, Sr., Paul Curry, Dr. Jaks,
Sid Lorraine, Richard Himber, U. F. Grant, Orville Meyer, Jack Dean and
others! 26 pages, illustrated.

MIND DIVINATION
Bob Nelson’s streamlined modern handling and presentation
for Paul Kara’s $100 Method for stage, club and private work. Per
Nelson’s original catalog listing: “Absolutely no apparatus of any
description is used (may be worked in a bathing suit). No confederates or assistants need be employed — a strictly one-man feature.
No switch, or exchange of questions takes place at any time, and
original billets never leave the audience’s sight for an instant. No
palming (as you have nothing to palm), no sleights or suspicious
moves. Your hands never approach your body. No reading ‘one
ahead or one behind’ methods, as every question is answered in
its proper sequence. No dummy questions or plants. Envelopes are
of the ordinary coin envelope variety and perfectly opaque. Cards,
envelopes and scissors are the only properties employed during the
entire presentation. At the conclusion, you have nothing to ‘get rid
of,’ as all you are left holding is a pair of scissors! 13 pages.
SEE OUR FULL RANGE OF INNOVATIVE Q&A ACT MATERIAL.

ROUGH AND SMOOTH POSSIBILITIES

GYPSY THREAD TRICK
A beautiful and mystifying close-up magic classic. A long length of
thread is unraveled and broken off a spool. The spool is set aside and
your hands, apart from the piece of thread, are seen to be unmistakably
empty. Slowly and deliberately, you now proceed to break this long
piece of thread into many smaller pieces. You continue until you are left
with one small strand. Gathering up all of the broken pieces, you roll
them into a small ball, which you place against the remaining strand.
The ball of broken pieces clings to the center of the strand. You now
slowly pull the ends of the strand apart and the ball gradually unravels
until you are holding a single, long length of thread again. Photo-illustrated instructions, 8 pages.

This rare Tan Hock Chuan manuscript offers 11 effects based upon the
rough and smooth principle. Tricks include innovative application of
various half card roughing combinations that open even more possibilities and amazing effects with one of the magic’s most powerful and
closely-guarded methods. 17 pages.
ALSO AVAILABLE...ROUGH STUFF (BERG & ALDINI).

THOMPSON’S ORIGINAL COMEDY MEDICINE PITCH
George Thompson’s Original Comedy Medicine Pitch for “EGYPANNA”...
The Wonder Tonic of the Age! One hundred belly laughs in 14 minutes.
There’s no real magic in this one, but it’s a riot from start to finish. Completely re-typeset with large, easy to read type. 8 pages.
SEE ALL OF OUR PITCH ACT MATERIAL.

AVAILABLE AT TRICKSHOP.COM

SAVE A FEW CARROTS WITH
OUR MAGIC EBOOK BUNDLES.*
SYMBOL SORCERY BUNDLE
Harness the entertainment power of ESP and other symbols with this money-saving, four-title collection, including: THE ZENNER
EFFECT; SUPERIOR PERCEPTION; VOLTA’S GIANT ESP THOUGHT PROJECTION; and KOSKY’S ASTRO QUESTION CHART.

ESP ENTERTAINMENT TOOLKIT PLUS
Our expanded toolkit has everything you need to give readings for entertainment purposes, including six different, high quality,
easy-to-use tick sheets with instructional materials, and three different ESP entertainment lectures/presentations for club and
private party work. Whether you’re looking for a lucrative, easy-to-work side gig or just want to add to your magic skill set, you
won’t want to miss out on this incredible, money-saving package!

ED STODDARD MENTALISM BUNDLE
Five powerful and direct mentalism effects from the professional repertoire of New York mentalist, Ed Stoddard. Originally
marketed as individual manuscripts by Max Holden in the 1950s. Effects include: FEATURE PREDICTION, PERFECTED SEALED
MESSAGE READING, INTUITION, MENTAL MIRACLE, and BRAINSTORM.

GLENN GRAVATT CARD TRICK BUNDLE
This four-ebook Glenn Gravatt bundle features nearly 150 self-working card tricks! Here’s what you get: 50 MODERN CARD
TRICKS; 50 MORE MODERN CARD TRICKS; FINAL SELECTION; and 10 BY GRAVATT.

JACK YATES BUNDLE
Looking for brilliant, subtle mentalism and mental card magic? You won’t find more powerful or easier to perform miracles than
those crafted by British mentalist Jack Yates. Here’s what you get: LINE-UP; PREDICTED CARD IN WALLET; THE FOUR OBJECT
DIVINATION; JACK’S PACK; UNDER SUSPICION (Kosky/Yates); TRIPLE PREDICTION; RUSSIAN ROULETTE; and INGENIOUS.

THE COMPLETE WORKS OF
MICHEL POTTS — NINE VOLUMES
More than someone who does mere card tricks, Michel Potts is a storyteller who uses a deck of cards to engage his audiences
as he takes them on a magical journey; at the end of which, they are both entertained and thoroughly deceived. That’s why,
watching Michel perform is an experience his audiences don’t soon forget. In this money-saving bundle, you get: PASCAL’S
OTHER WAGER...AND OTHER ECCENTRICITIES; ENTERTAINING MISTER HENDERSON; THE LEGEND OF POKER ALICE; ESOTERICA;
APOCALYPSIS; HOBSON’S CHOICE; STRADDLEVARIOUS; PARALLAXIS; and INTERPOLATIONS.

SUPER COLOSSAL COMEDY BLOWOUT
Never be at a loss for a funny line again! This 16-ebook collection brings together over a thousand magic lines, quips, gags,
asides, and classic bits of business from comedy magicians like Don Lawton, George McAthy, Sid Lorraine, and many others.
This is easy to deliver tongue-in-cheek comedy, which has been used successfully by countless magicians over the years. Titles
include: 100+ BRITISH GAG LINES FOR MAGICIANS; 100 CLASSIC MAGIC JOKES; GAGS, ROUTINES AND PATTER; LAWTON MANUSCRIPT NO. 1 — BONUS PAGES AND TRICK TIPS; LAWTON MANUSCRIPT NO. 2 — PATTER SCRIPTS; LAWTON MANUSCRIPT NO. 3
— ROUTINES AND INSTRUCTION SHEETS;VALUE! 125+ STANDARD MAGIC LINES, QUIPS AND AD-LIBS FOR SITUATIONAL COMEDY;
MORE PATTER; 101 OPENING REMARKS FOR MAGICIANS; ROUTINELY FUNNY I; ROUTINELY FUNNY II; SITUATION COMEDY FOR
MAGICIANS; and SMART COMEDY SERIES VOLUMES 1 - 4 (4 TITLES). All of the humor is clean and suitable for family audiences.
*SOME OF OUR CURRENT BUNDLE OFFERS. ALL BUNDLES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

